SUBSURFACE UTILITY ENGINEERING PLANS

FOR

TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

CSJ NO. 1068-04-116

IH 30 PEGASUS PROJECT

FR: SYLVAN (IH30 STA 1077-78) TO: EAST OF HOUSTON (IH 30 STA 1114-00)
FR: EAST OF HOUSTON (IH 35 STA 5066-00) TO: SOUTH OF COMMERCE (IH 35 STA 5102-00)

SUBSURFACE UTILITY ENGINEERING (SUE) CERTIFICATION:

THE ENGINEER’S SEAL HEREON IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE UTILITIES SHOWN HAVE BEEN INVESTIGATED IN ACCORDANCE WITH STANDARD SUE INDUSTRY PRACTICES. ALL OTHER INFORMATION HEREON HAS BEEN PROVIDED BY OTHERS AND IS NOT A PART OF THIS CERTIFICATION.
SUBSURFACE UTILITY ENGINEERING (SUE) CERTIFICATION:

The engineer's seal herein is to certify that the utilities shown have been investigated in accordance with standard SUE industry practices. All other information herein has been provided by others and is not a part of this certification.
SUE QUANTITIES THIS SHEET
LEVEL B: 2875 LF
LEVEL C/D: 1774 LF
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SUBSURFACE UTILITY ENGINEERING (SUE)
CERTIFICATION:

THE ENGINEER'S SEAL HEREBY IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE UTILITIES SHOWN
HAVE BEEN INVESTIGATED IN ACCORDANCE WITH STANDARD SUE INDUSTRY
PRACTICES. ALL OTHER INFORMATION HEREBY HAS BEEN PROVIDED BY OTHERS
AND IS NOT A PART OF THIS CERTIFICATION.
SUBSURFACE UTILITY ENGINEERING (SUE) CERTIFICATION:

THE ENGINEER'S SEAL HERON IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE UTILITIES SHOWN
HAVE BEEN INVESTIGATED IN ACCORDANCE WITH STANDARD SUE INDUSTRY
PRACTICES. ALL OTHER INFORMATION HERON HAS BEEN PROVIDED BY OTHERS
AND IS NOT A PART OF THIS CERTIFICATION.
SUBSURFACE UTILITY ENGINEERING (SUE) CERTIFICATION:

The engineer's seal heretofore is to certify that the utilities shown have been investigated in accordance with standard SUE industry practices. All other information heretofore has been provided by others and is not a part of this certification.
This SUE (Subsurface Utility Engineering) plan sheet is designed to identify underground utilities, including electric, gas, water, and communications lines. The plan is used for preliminary utility location and is not intended for construction purposes. It is part of the certification process for ensuring the accuracy of underground utility locations.

The engineer's seal on this sheet is to certify that the utilities shown have been investigated in accordance with industry standards. However, this certification is not for construction purposes.

The plan details various features such as manholes, utility lines, and symbols indicating the types of utilities present. It is an important tool for urban planning and infrastructure management.
SUBSURFACE UTILITY ENGINEERING (SUE) CERTIFICATION:

THE ENGINEER'S SEAL HEREON IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE UTILITIES SHOWN HAVE BEEN INVESTIGATED IN ACCORDANCE WITH STANDARD SUE INDUSTRY PRACTICES. ALL OTHER INFORMATION HEREON HAS BEEN PROVIDED BY OTHERS AND IS NOT A PART OF THIS CERTIFICATION.
SUBSURFACE UTILITY ENGINEERING (SUE) CERTIFICATION:

The Engineer's seal hereon is to certify that the utilities shown have been investigated in accordance with standard SUE industry practices. All other information hereon has been provided by others and is not a part of this certification.

Preliminary Submittal

This document is released for the purpose of interim review only, under the authority of Joseph S. Anderson, P.E. #69493 on July 13th, 2009. It is not for construction, bidding, or permit purposes. Gorrondona & Associates, Inc. is responsible for its accuracy.

COMMUNICATIONS
- Telephone Pole
- Telephone Cabinet
- Telephone Pedestal
- Telephone Vault
- Telephone Manhole
- Cable Handhole
- Cable Pole
- Electric Jct Box
- Electric Pole
- Light Pole
- Power Pole
- Power Transformer
- Power Transformer Station
- Power Transformer Enclosure
- Power Transformer Manhole
- Fiber Vault
- Water Test Station
- Storm Drain
- Storm Cleanout
- Waste Water Cleanout
- Fire Hydrant
- Gas Vent Pipe
- Gas Valve
- Gas Meter
- Water Reducer
- Sewer
- ATM
- ATM Station
- ATM Machine
- ATM Pedestal
- ATM Manhole
- End Cap
- Continuation

UTILITIES LEGEND
- Electric
- Water
- Gas
- Waste Water
- Communications
- Petrol
- Storm Water
- Storm Sewer
- Waste Water
- TV Cable
- Electric
- Telephone
- Water
- Gas
- Waste Water
- Electrical
- Cable
- Communication
- Petrol
- Sewer
- Gas
- Waste Water
- Vacuum Tunnel
- Power Pole
- Light Pole
- Power Transformer
- Power Transformer Station
- Power Transformer Enclosure
- Power Transformer Manhole
- Fiber Vault
- Water Test Station
- Storm Drain
- Storm Cleanout
- Waste Water Cleanout
- Fire Hydrant
- Gas Vent Pipe
- Gas Valve
- Gas Meter
- Water Reducer
- Sewer
- ATM
- ATM Station
- ATM Machine
- ATM Pedestal
- ATM Manhole
- End Cap
- Continuation
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PRELIMINARY SUBMITTAL

THIS DOCUMENT IS RELEASED FOR THE PURPOSE OF INTERIM REVIEW ONLY, UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF JOSEPH S. ANDERSON, P.E. #69493 ON JULY 13TH, 2009. IT IS NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION, BIDDING, OR PERMIT PURPOSES. GORRONDONA & ASSOCIATES, INC. IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ITS ACCURACY.
SUBSURFACE UTILITY ENGINEERING (SUE) CERTIFICATION:

THE ENGINEER’S SEAL HEREBY IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE UTILITIES SHOWN HAVE BEEN INVESTIGATED IN ACCORDANCE WITH STANDARD SUE INDUSTRY PRACTICES. ALL OTHER INFORMATION HEREBY HAS BEEN PROVIDED BY OTHERS AND IS NOT A PART OF THIS CERTIFICATION.
SUBSURFACE UTILITY ENGINEERING (SUE) CERTIFICATION:

The engineer's seal hereto is to certify that the utilities shown have been investigated in accordance with standard SUE industry practices. All other information herein has been provided by others and is not a part of this certification.
This document is released for the purpose of interim review only, under the authority of Joseph S. Anderson, P.E. #69493 on July 13th, 2009. It is not for construction, bidding, or permit purposes.